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Abstract
Research summary: This article reviews structural change in the automotive sector from 1997 to 2007.
We find that, following internal framing contests, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) led efforts to
change their sector's architecture, starting from both strong and weak competitive positions and working
with suppliers to advocate a new vision based on modularity and outsourcing. As the risks and costs of
this vision became apparent, OEMs were able to reverse course and reaffirm their hierarchical control on
the sector, taking advantage of structural features that weren't salient ex ante. We consider why certain
OEMs initiated this status-quo challenging change, and identify how sector structure mediated their (and
suppliers') efforts to implement it. We document the complex change process, driven by agency,
structure, and heterogeneity in firms' understanding of their sector's architecture.
Managerial summary: We study the “industry architecture” (i.e., division of labor and profit) of the
automotive sector. During the late 1990s, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) embraced a new
vision, based on “Modularity + Outsourcing,” inspired by an analogy with Personal Computers (PCs). This
seems puzzling since such a change was hard to implement and could have led to OEMs relinquishing
strategic control of the sector. The misstep was caused by internal framing contests and the agendas and
influence of suppliers, consultants, and academics. We also consider why OEMs were able to partially
reverse these changes, and document the role of structural features that let them control their sector and
retain value: managing the customer experience, acting as guarantors of quality, and preserving
hierarchical supply chains in which they functioned as system integrators.
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Research abstract
This paper reviews structural change in the automotive sector from 1997–2007. We find that,
following internal framing contests, OEMs led efforts to change their sector’s architecture,
starting from both strong and weak competitive positions and working with suppliers to
advocate a new vision based on modularity and outsourcing. As the risks and costs of this
vision became apparent, OEMs were able to reverse course and reaffirm their hierarchical
control on the sector, taking advantage of structural features that weren’t salient ex ante. We
consider why certain agents initiated this status-quo challenging change, and identify how
sector structure moderated their (and suppliers’) efforts to implement it. We document the
complex change process, driven by agency, structure, and heterogeneity in firms’
understanding of their sector’s architecture.
Managerial abstract
We study the ‘industry architecture’ (i.e. division of labor and profit) of the automobile
sector. During the late 1990s, OEMs embraced a new vision, based on ‘Modularity +
Outsourcing,’ inspired by an analogy with PCs. This seems puzzling, since such a change
was hard to implement and could have led to OEMs relinquishing strategic control of the
sector. The misstep was caused by internal framing contests and the agendas and influence of
suppliers, consultants, and academics. We also consider why OEMs were able to partially
reverse these changes, and document the role of structural features that let them control their
sector and retain value: managing the customer experience, acting as guarantors of quality,
and preserving hierarchical supply chains in which they functioned as system integrators.
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As sectors become increasingly dynamic and interdependent (Adner, 2012; Iansiti and
Levien, 2004), our knowledge of industry change is lagging behind reality. In particular, we
know relatively little of how industry architecture (IA), in terms of ‘who does what,’ shapes
the division of profit, or ‘who takes what’ (Jacobides, Knudsen and Augier, 2006). As Ozcan
and Santos (2014) and Gurses and Ozcan (2014) have shown, sectors are contested arenas
where different participants push their own ideas of what the IA should be. But who actually
drives changes in IA—and what enables or hinders such change?
Economics-based research has looked at the evolution of products, markets, and
technologies (e.g. Klepper, 1997) rather than the division of labor. Some evolutionary or
institutional economists (e.g., Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Langlois and Robertson, 1995)
have explored how the division of labor and interactions in a sector develop, but without
focusing on how different parties initiate change, or respond to it. Studies rooted in
sociology, which consider ‘institutional fields’ (e.g. Fligstein, 2001; Lounsbury, 2007;
Lounsbury and Rao, 2004), have studied mechanisms of change, positing that changes come
from fringe actors, and social mechanisms that oblige the dominant actors to change the way
work is structured (Leblebici et al., 1991).
More recent work on institutional entrepreneurship (e.g. Henfridsson and Yoo, 2013)
has identified the role of exogenous disruptions (e.g., Sine and David, 2003, on the electricity
market), emphasizing the power of dominant actors. The strategy literature is more
accommodating on the role of dominant actors in sectoral change, with many emphasizing
incumbent conservatism or inertia (Benner, 2010; McGrath, 2001; Miller and Chen, 1994;
van Wijk et al., 2013; Zirger and Maidique, 1990). Others consider the facilitative role of
incumbents (Jacobides, 2005; Song and Parry, 1997; Tripsas, 1997). That said, there is
limited coverage of the question of who initiates change, especially as it relates to IA, and
how this change process unfolds. This is the research gap we aim to fill.
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Our study focuses on the automotive sector, which is one of the largest industrial
sectors worldwide, with an important share of GDP and employment in the G7 countries.
Since one of the authors had researched this sector over the last three decades, with first-hand
involvement in projects examining the division of labor and terms of engagement, we were
able to draw upon qualitative field-based interview data collected at the time of the events
under examination, unaffected by attribution bias (Ross, 1977). Sector familiarity allowed us
to supplement this historical evidence with additional interviews (conducted between 2012
and 2013), archival data, and industry statistics to triangulate our evidence.
We find that car manufacturers (often termed ‘Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs)’ and including firms such as Chrysler, Fiat, Ford, and Hyundai) have played the key
role in efforts to transform their sector. Far from being conservative, status-quo-antesupporting incumbents with organizational inertia (Hannan and Freeman, 1984), they instead
launched sector-change initiatives that used a compelling vision of the future architecture to
enlist the cooperation of those with divergent interests.
The dominant analogy influencing the automotive industry during our data collection
was the transformation of the vertically integrated computer sector to a vertically unbundled
and modular, as opposed to hierarchical, structure. Hoping to emulate this, automotive OEMs
tried to shed assets, outsource to invest more in downstream customer services, and push for
a more modular product and industry architecture. These initiatives towards a strategic vision
of ‘Modularity+Outsourcing (M+O)’ in the late 1990s and early 2000s, represents a
theoretical puzzle since it both failed to deliver the anticipated benefits, and risked shifting
strategic control to suppliers (MacDuffie, 2013).
This gave rise to the second process of IA change we observe by the mid-2000s,
whereby OEMs managed to reverse or modify many of the changes they had instigated,
dropping the ‘M (modularity)’ from M+O and keeping the ‘O (outsourcing).’ Our study thus
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also sheds light on why, in this setting, OEMs could reassert dominance over their industry—
unlike computers, where the change to a modular structure could not be reversed, despite
computer assemblers’ best efforts. Our primary interest isn’t ‘how much’ change took place,
but rather the interplay of agency and structure: who initiated change, and which structural
features caused their change efforts to be modified, and partly abandoned.
As well as uncovering OEMs’ motives and internal decision dynamics, we highlight
the frames and analogies that built a shared future vision among OEMs and their core
suppliers (called ‘Tier 1s’ to differentiate them from lower-down ‘Tier 2’ and ‘Tier 3’ firms,
who interact primarily with the tier above). We look at the evolution of OEMs as a group, but
also the individual firms at the forefront of change: Chrysler, Fiat, Ford, and Hyundai. We
unpack their idiosyncrasies as firms, but we also open up the ‘black box’ and see which
groups within OEMs sponsored (or challenged) these changes. We also consider how
heterogeneous groups converged on analogies that turned out to be misguided.
Specifically, we explore how, within OEMs, the new vision of the sector won out
against internal resistance. We also show how change advocates found common ground with
like-minded enthusiasts within Tier 1s who were seeking to capture more value-added tasks
and drive up margins via greater autonomy. While skeptical voices at the OEMs were
drowned out by the initial excitement, they did influence internal debates. Indeed, as skeptics
gained ground, suppliers were left protesting that OEMs were abandoning the earlier vision.
Our analysis thus also helps address the puzzle that would emerge if we were to look
at the evolution of scope in the automotive sector from a Transaction Cost Economics (TCE)
perspective. OEMs ended up sourcing modules from the suppliers through markets, without a
full consideration of the potential contractual hazards that this would entail.1 Our account

1

The adoption of the term ‘module’ and the boundary definitions of the initial automotive modules (e.g. seats,
the instrument panel, and front end) occurred around production goals (i.e. ‘modularity for production’). From
the point of view of ‘modularity for design,’ however, these automotive ‘modules’ rarely possessed the classic
characteristics defined in the operations and strategy literature based on products such as the personal computer
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explains why OEMs, who did call the shots in terms of organizing their own internal
operations and supply chain, undertook what was ex ante, a transactionally risky approach.
We do so by looking at the way decisions were made within OEMs, and at how the ‘vision’
for the sector temporarily blinded some (but not all) actors to the potential hazards.
We also consider what allowed OEMs, who had proactively advocated the new
structure, to row back. In sharp contrast to computers, where outsourcing led to vertical
unbundling by creating a set of modular, open-access segments, automobiles were still
produced through a hierarchically managed supply chain. OEMs did allocate design and
production tasks to specialized suppliers of components, but because they maintained
proprietary component designs, they were able to shape their IA.
This hierarchical approach to outsourcing proprietary components reinforced (rather
than undermining) the OEMs’ system-integrator role—their primary source of control over
value creation and capture. OEMs were also able to maintain the locus of differentiability,
being the guarantors of quality along the sector. We thus find that these structural attributes
do not just affect the ability of OEMs to shape their sector’s structure; they also underpin
their ability to extract value from it.
To understand OEMs’ dominance in value capture, we also look at their influence on
sector structure. OEMs’ ownership of regulatory accountability and legal liability gave them
significant power to discipline the rest of the sector. Their control over the customer
experience, compounded by the sector’s slow clockspeed, also helped them dominate. Thus,
the next part of our analysis looks at why this risky transformation ended up being largely
reversed, or rethought, to OEMs’ benefit, allowing them to maintain strategic control.

(Ulrich, 1995; Baldwin and Clark, 2000)—i.e., one-to-one mapping of function to component; or being
independent across / interdependent within module boundaries. Automotive modules were also OEMproprietary based on closed standards, in contrast with the industry-standardized modules of the computer sector.
These characteristics created high asset specificity and coordination complexity once OEMs began outsourcing
the design of these already-production-defined modules (MacDuffie, 2013).

5

Moving beyond the automotive sector, we think that it is important to better
understand how and why dominant actors in an IA may change their sector and their own
business model—hastily, and potentially self-destructively. From telecommunications and
media to energy and banks, leading firms are often highly proactive in reshaping their sector.
Sprint and Nextel—like Time Warner and AOL in an earlier era—are reminders of the perils
of over-zealous greenfield and mergers and acquisitions (M&As) moves to transform IA. We
also need to understand which structural features determine the ability of dominant players to
shape their sector, and drive the process of value capture.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Several research streams have touched on industry transformation, but few have directly
analyzed the relationships among actors in an ecosystem. We thus provide a quick overview
of research related to our two core research questions: How and why did OEMs change the
architecture of their sector? And what features of that IA helped or hindered them?
The broader question of which firms in a sector pursue innovation has been an
important area of research in industry evolution. Schumpeter’s late work (1950) stressed the
role of leading firms in driving the innovation process overall—in contrast with his earlier
views (1934), which emphasized the role of entrepreneurial entrants in the process of
‘creative destruction.’ Subsequent research has looked at size and entry dynamics, in
considering the engine of innovation (see, e.g., Audretsch, 1995), and engendered the
literature on ‘entrepreneurial regimes’—one of which is dominated by dynamic entrants, the
other by established firms (see Breschi, Malerba, and Orsenigo, 2000). This literature,
though, while broader, does not address our question. It follows the norm of industry
evolution studies that do not consider sectoral innovations either in terms of vertical structure
or the patterns of labor and profit division in IAs, which is our focus.
From an economics-based perspective, students of industry evolution (Geroski, 2005;
Klepper, 1997; Nelson and Winter, 1982) have undertaken and inspired substantial research
on how, on the aggregate, sectors, markets, or technologies evolve. However, research on
how the division of labor within a sector evolves has been much more limited. Within this
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narrower literature (see Langlois and Robertson, 1995, Jacobides and Winter, 2005), the
focus has been on how sectors generally evolve, and new intermediate markets emerge
(Langlois, 1992; Jacobides, 2005). There has also been considerable study of the evolution of
life-cycles and sub-markets (Klepper, 1997; Klepper and Simons, 2000), and of technologies
(Dosi, 1982; Tushman and Anderson, 1986). However, even when relationships along the
value chain are considered, little work has analyzed the agency for change, the features that
enable or constrain changes in structure, or changes in value distribution at the sector level.
The literature that addresses changes in scope, of course, is transaction cost
economics (TCE) (Williamson, 1985, 1996). TCE focuses on individual transactions, and
explains the way in which firms build their transactional choices as a function of the
attributes of the transaction at hand (Monteverde and Teece, 1982). This choice can be also
influenced by their history (Argyres and Liebeskind, 1999), their capabilities (Jacobides and
Winter, 2005), and/or contractual tools. One could extrapolate this transaction-level approach
to look at general changes in scope in a sector to explore aggregate patterns. Thus, as Argyres
and Bigelow (2010) argue, if greater modularization and standardization emerge as a sector
matures, then transactional risks are mitigated, and we would expect greater dis-integration,
such as that seen in the early stages of the automobile industry. Langlois and Robertson
(1989), also drawing on early automotive history, posit that as suppliers in a sector become
more capable, dis-integration can emerge. Their emphasis is on ‘dynamic’ transaction costs,
which include changes over time in scale of production, appropriability, and demand.
Our analysis considers the contractual hazards involved in the changes automotive
OEMs undertook, and attests that the changes undertaken were in the opposite direction from
what TCE would predict—even though certain executives within firms were rightly pointing
to these risks. This may partly explain why these changes were later abandoned. Moving
beyond the ‘economizing logic’ and the ‘discriminating alignment’ between transactions and
the governance mode that is chosen at each transactional juncture, we are also interested in
the strategic considerations that shape firms’ views in terms of their sector, and look within
firms to understand the factors shaping their choices.
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To do so, we draw on the literature on ‘industry architectures,’ which has focused
explicitly on how firms try to shape their sectors (Jacobides et al., 2006) and capture more
value (Pisano and Teece, 2007). These efforts, IA research suggests, are driven not only by
the capabilities of the sectors’ participants (Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Langlois and
Robertson, 1995), or transactional features (Argyres and Bigelow, 2010; Williamson, 1985),
but also by their interests in terms of value capture. IA thus reflects the strategic struggle to
define the terms of engagement and shape the sector itself. Ferraro and Gurses (2009) show
how Lew Wasserman, Chairman of the Music Corporation of America (MCA), used new
technology to change the institution of the entertainment industry and benefit his own firm.
To affect the IA, firms try to become ‘bottlenecks’ (Baldwin, 2015) by taking up positions
that give them control over scarce resources or outputs, power over peers and, as a result,
better opportunities for value capture, as Fixson and Park (2008) show for Shimano in the
bicycle industry. Leading firms sometimes push for their entire segment (themselves, plus a
few competitors) to become a bottleneck, as Jacobides and Tae (2015) show for the computer
sector. However, research to date has not focused on industry change or the structural
features that affect it.2
Since firms use ideas and imagery to promote their own sectoral vision, one might
expect significant mileage from the recent interest in cognition and frames (Eggers and
Kaplan, 2013; Kaplan 2011). Yet while considerable research has emerged on competing
frames (Kaplan, 2008), most of it is at the level of the firm, not the sector. While cognitive
differences and heterogeneity in frames and mental maps have been marshaled to explain
firm-level performance heterogeneity (Gavetti, 2012; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000), much less
attention has been paid to framing contests between participants along an ecosystem. So,
while Porac, Thomas, and Baden-Fuller (1989, 2011) have shown that a sector may be
blindsided by its own conception of reality, the way in which these views are collectively
2

In new and nascent markets, research has identified the strategic importance of shaping the environment,
which then defines the rules and roles that pertain to the division of labor and IA. Santos and Eisenhardt (2009),
for instance, describe the process through which entrepreneurial firms try to mold the environment to suit their
interest. Conversely, if it is not possible to establish rules on the division of labor in an emerging field, new
products or services may fail to ‘take root,’ as Ozcan and Santos (2014) show for the case of mobile payments.
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formed or disrupted has not been explored.3 This is particularly puzzling, since Ng, Westgren,
and Sonka (2009) have shown that visions of reality differ between parts of the value chain.
Thus, we still lack a clear sense of how different actors—whether leaders or laggards,
dominant or subordinate—wage the battle of ideas over their sector’s future.
Finally, our study builds on and extends research that has examined both structure and
value creation and capture in the automobile sector4 by considering the endogenous drivers of
the sectoral transformation of the 1990s and 2000s.
Our study draws on archival material and contemporaneous interviews, supported by
industry data, to examine our two central research questions: (1) Why did the automotive
industry become so smitten with the M+O vision in the late 1990s, so as to try to change its
IA? Who drove this change, what was their motive and how did they try to advance their
cause? (2) What IA features determined the evolution of value-chain structure and value
capture? Specifically, what allowed OEMs to row back on their changes and change the
division of labor without altering the division of profit?
DATA AND METHODS
Our data are collected from archival and qualitative sources and informed by
quantitative data and discussions within a multi-researcher team. The level of analysis is the
entire industry / sector architecture or value chain5 and the scope of the research is global.
The research design relies on comparative cases at the firm level, including both OEMs and
Tier 1s, in order to draw inductive conclusions about industry-level phenomena. The
3

A recent exception is Gurses and Ozcan (2014), who show how different participants, and especially aspiring
entrants, have tried to shake the status quo, legitimizing their own version of an IA and co-opting key industry
players, regulators, and the public. Yet in this paper, as often elsewhere, established actors are seen as trying to
fend off entrants and defend the status quo.
4

The book The Machine That Changed the World (Womack, Jones, and Roos, 1990) explored the Toyotainfluenced Japanese production paradigm, including more collaborative ways of organizing the supply chain
(Dyer, 1996; Helper and Sako, 1992; Pil and MacDuffie, 2000). Studies such as McMillan (1990), Asanuma and
Kikutani (1992), and Nishiguchi (1994) examined the economic logic of such arrangements, and explored how
the leading firms discipline their suppliers as well as how joint value is produced (Cusumano and Takeishi,
1991; Dyer and Ouchi, 1993). However, the juxtaposition of the American and Japanese systems (Taylor and
Wiggins, 1997), or the discussion of how Western (mostly U.S.) companies emulate the Toyota Production
System (e.g. Kenney and Florida, 1993), told us little about sector dynamics, whether in a single country or
globally (Gereffi, Sturgeon, and Humphrey, 2005).

5

‘Value chain’ refers to the vertical segments. In automotive sector, this includes Research and Development
(R&D), product development, manufacturing, upstream supply chains, and downstream distribution channels.
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longitudinal analysis of change initiatives undertaken by proactive OEMs and Tier 1s, our
primary focus, is based on multi-method evidence from the historical record and collected in
the field. Tables A1 and A2 summarize these data sources.6
Specifically, our research relies primarily on data from a project in which the second
author, with colleagues from the International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP), examined
whether the global automotive industry was undergoing a fundamental restructuring that
would shift power from OEMs to suppliers. Data were collected from 1997 to 2007 (mostly
between 1998 and 2003) by a team of researchers in seven countries via semi-structured
interviews with executives, managers, and engineers at OEMs and suppliers. Rather than
trace the value chain from one OEM to its entire set of upstream suppliers, this team pursued
data from a range of OEMs and suppliers undertaking substantial M+O initiatives, regardless
of the relationship among them. Original notes from this project capture perspectives of the
time, and as such are unaffected by ex post facto rationalization.
The nine OEMs in this study comprise: the U.S. ‘Big Three’ of GM, Ford, and
Chrysler; Fiat, Renault, and Volvo in Europe; Hyundai in Korea; and Nissan and Toyota in
Japan. Our interviews also covered GM’s and Ford’s substantial activities in Europe. Our
sample therefore includes the largest OEMs in the global automotive industry, with the
exception of the Volkswagen group (VW) in Germany. Tier 1 suppliers in our sample include
many of the largest automotive suppliers in North America, Europe (Italy, France, Germany),
Japan, and Korea. Some of these firms have close ties historically to a single OEM (e.g.
Denso with Toyota; Calsonic Kansei with Nissan; Magnetti Marelli with Fiat; Sommer
Allibert with Renault) and some are spinoffs of parts subsidiaries from their parent
companies (e.g. Delphi from GM; Visteon from Ford; Mobis from Hyundai). Nevertheless,
they were all global suppliers during the period of our study, and all provided components to
multiple OEMs in multiple regions.
Beginning in June 2012, we further developed and extended our analytic framework
with 22 additional interviews with knowledgeable industry participants and analysts.7 We
6

All Tables and Figures labeled with an ‘A’ (e.g. Table A1, Figure A1) are available in the online appendix.
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started with open-ended questions about their observations and attributions vis-à-vis
restructuring for the global automotive industry, and then asked follow-up questions to
understand their view of the underlying dynamics of industry evolution, as well as their
expectations for future industry structure and competitive dynamics. These more recent
interviews were supplemental to our earlier data collection, and we always subordinated them
to the contemporaneous accounts; nonetheless, they add valuable nuance to our analysis.
Working inductively from our field data, we present the causal relations derived along
with the evidence, so the reader can evaluate our inferences (Yin, 1994). Instead of offering a
qualitative snapshot that summarizes participants’ sense-making (Walsh, 1967), we provide a
longitudinal analysis comprising both facts and the narratives created around them. The
2012–13 interviews helped reduce bias through the combination of retrospective analysis and
prospective questions (Huber and Power, 1985; Leonard-Barton, 1990), providing
triangulation and confirmability from diverse sources (Guba and Lincoln, 1982). Overall, we
relied heavily on data and evidence from the historical record, which enabled us to identify a
complementary set of causal factors (Kieser, 1994: 618). Our approach yields insights based
on our inductive understanding of ‘process’ as opposed to ‘variance,’ following Mohr (1982),
and is rooted in historical evidence (in the spirit of Skocpol, 1984).
Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here.
EVIDENCE AND RESULTS
In keeping with our method, we offer a conceptualization (see Figure 1) of how agency and
structure interacted to yield change and stability in the automotive sector over approximately
a decade (1997–2007).
Figure 1 provides a process diagram of IA change, and corresponds to the way we
analyze the evidence. First, we consider why and how key agents, under external competitive
pressure during the early 1990s and confronting internal challenges, framed their interests in
7

Our 22 interview subjects in 2012–13 included two Federal Reserve Bank economists; two automotive
industry historians; one U.S. government automotive industry analyst; one Canadian government automotive
industry analyst; four senior executives from OEMs; six senior executives from Tier 1s; one senior official from
a supplier association; two automotive industry consultants; and three financial/stock market analysts.
Interviews lasted from 45 to 120 minutes. Quotes from these subjects are identified in both text and tables.
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new ways. This reframing prompted a search for strategic initiatives that could resolve
internal problems and improve performance. Framing contests took place both within firms
(where a coalition for change was needed) and across firms (where interdependence made it
necessary to align interests). Second, we examine two iterations of strategic initiatives: the
first during the mid-to-late 1990s, when OEMs and Tier 1s jointly pursued a new, vertically
unbundled sector architecture, and the second during the early-to-mid 2000s, when OEMs
backed away from modularity while retaining outsourcing, thus maintaining their hierarchical
supplier structures. Third, we explore how the powerful channeling effect of the existing
sectoral architecture mediated the effects of these strategic initiatives, and the resultant
consequences for change and stability by the mid 2000s. Fourth, we evaluate whether these
developments affected the distribution of value and the likelihood of future value migration.
The structure of the automotive industry
This section sets the stage with an explanation of context. (Note that it is based primarily on
the U.S., where the mass-production automotive industry first emerged.)
Historically, the automotive industry’s key structural characteristics were vertical
integration, capital intensity, and economies of scale (see Table A3). The early 1900s saw
many competing firms and product concepts. Once a dominant design was reached (circa
1927), tremendous consolidation took place during the 1930s, leaving a few OEMs that
amassed crucial system-integration capabilities and massive scale, deterring new entrants. To
this day, OEMs do most R&D, develop product architecture, design specific models, and set
(mostly proprietary) specifications for components. Initially, components were manufactured
within OEMs, but were outsourced to suppliers over time. From the outset, proprietary
(closed) designs have meant that suppliers have been under tight hierarchical control,
requiring them to make asset-specific investments for each OEM customer. OEMs are also
skilled at setting up competitive bidding for high-volume contracts—attractive for a supplier
to win, but with an ever-present risk of being undercut on price. While OEMs can benefit
from long-term relationships with suppliers, given the asset specificity associated with many
outsourced components, they often choose to exercise their high-volume purchasing power
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by frequently switching suppliers—or at least threatening to do so (Helper, 1991) as a means
of maintaining control.
OEMs control final assembly, where system-integration capabilities (see Prencipe,
Davies, and Hobday, 2005) as well as scale economies are crucial. They then distribute
finished vehicles to dealerships for sale to consumers. Dealerships are separately owned
franchisees that contract with OEMs to represent the brand, sell the vehicles, and provide
maintenance and repair services to consumers. OEMs control the brand, dominate marketing
activities, and shape dealership sales via incentives.
Furthermore, OEMs face regulatory requirements to certify vehicle characteristics and
performance, and shoulder most legal liability. They must validate components from
suppliers, under historical precedent that the final assembler is responsible for product defects
or failures, and are responsible (in consultation with regulators) for initiating product recalls.
Automobiles are large, heavy, fast-moving machines operating in public space (MacDuffie
and Fujimoto, 2010), which creates a particular set of public policy issues: safety, fuel
efficiency, emissions, etc. This drives the regulatory parameters confronting OEMs. While
the regulatory/legal responses to these issues do vary by country, most developed countries,
at some point, give OEMs primary legal and regulatory responsibility; developing countries
follow suit as their level of motorization increases. Thus all OEMs that wish to compete
globally must achieve a similarly high level of system-integration capability.
U.S. OEMs were highly vertically integrated from Henry Ford (beginning in 1910)
onwards —more so than those in any other country. Japan represents the other end of the
spectrum. During the post-WWII period, the multiple OEMs competing in the small Japanese
domestic market learned to design a full portfolio of vehicles and manufacture in small
batches, which required the development and mastery of flexible production techniques for
rapid changeover. Rather than vertically integrate component manufacturing, Japanese OEMs
chose to rely on suppliers.8 European OEMs were, throughout their history, less vertically
8
These suppliers were typically organized in a hierarchy with Tier 1 overseeing Tier 2, Tier 2 overseeing Tier 3,
and so on (Nishiguchi, 1994). OEMs took an equity stake in these suppliers, who were generally captive (i.e.
only one customer), making them members of the OEM’s keiretsu, or group of interlocking companies.
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integrated than U.S. OEMs and had a tradition of relying more on suppliers for design
support, while Korean OEMs (established in the 1960s) were closer to the Japanese model,
with supplier companies linked to large corporate chaebol.
During the postwar period and through the 1970s, this national/regional heterogeneity
persisted, with the structure of each OEM’s supplier relationships being relatively stable due
to dyadic relationships and proprietary (closed) design specifications for components. Global
competitive pressures in the 1980s and 1990s would change that.
The context before sectoral change: Dynamics in automobiles in the 1980s and 1990s
During the 1980s and 1990s, global automotive OEMs and their Tier 1s faced the rise of the
Toyota Production System (TPS), also known as ‘lean production.’ TPS presented an
alternative paradigm to mass production, with a different logic for organizing the sector, from
product development and process engineering to purchasing and manufacturing. The
approach was best exemplified by Toyota and its keiretsu suppliers, but had also been
mastered by other Japanese OEMs and was diffusing via the globalization of those firms.
TPS posed tremendous competitive challenges for U.S. and European OEMs.
Performance gaps manifested in both productivity and quality metrics for manufacturing
(lean plants had lower labor hours and fewer defects) and for product development (lean
firms had lower engineering hours and fewer months from start of design to product launch).
There were also different philosophies of process engineering (TPS uses ‘pull’ rather than
‘push’ process flow and is less reliant on automation); and supply chains marked by close
coordination with suppliers to keep inventories low through kanban pull-based replenishment
signals and ‘just in time’ delivery, plus collaborative efforts during component design.
Following protracted attempts to implement TPS, many U.S. and European OEMs—
and the analysts monitoring their performance—felt their progress in closing the performance

Suppliers worked closely with their keiretsu OEM on design and production improvements, typically following
OEM design specifications under close direction.
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gap was too slow. The Harbour Report, launched in the early 1990s by a consulting firm that
benchmarked assembly-plant productivity, pressured them to reduce hours per vehicle, while
J.D. Power surveys of consumer-perceived quality (initiated in the 1980s) did the same for
defect reduction.9 Surveys of supplier relations pointed out low trust between OEMs and Tier
1s, making the close coordination necessary for TPS challenging. OEMs that developed and
launched vehicles more quickly gained market share, creating urgency about shortening
product cycles. Finally, at the corporate level, the profitability of many OEMs rose and fell
with the business cycle, but performance on metrics such as return on assets (ROA) stayed
consistently lower than most other industries. OEMs’ asset-laden balance sheets confirmed
their ‘heavy industry’ image in investors’ eyes, impairing their ability to attract capital.
Figure 2 provides a historical overview of the main structural changes in the
automotive sector in the period we focus on. We note the main trends in the sector in black,
and our deduced causal relations in blue. Figure 2 suggests that pressures on OEMs
motivated a number of change initiatives, consistent with what the Behavioral Theory of the
Firm (hereafter BTOF) (Cyert and March, 1963) would predict: Firms that were challenged
engaged in a quest for innovation. Those change initiatives, though, were not focused on
emulating successful competitors’ internal practices such as TPS. Rather, U.S. and European
OEMs took the lead in proposing sectoral changes that were quite distinct from TPS and
focused on rethinking the sector structure. Building on small-scale experiments in
manufacturing, they expanded their ambitions to a strategic vision of a modular and
deverticalized structure in which suppliers would take on significant design responsibilities.
The model for change was the computer sector, due to its rapid growth, fast pace of
9

The annual Harbour Report on assembly plant productivity was not publicly available but was sold to industry
analysts as well as OEMs; press coverage of each year’s results was typically based on analyst interviews. In
contrast, the annual J.D. Power Initial Quality Survey on assembly plant quality was released publicly with
aggregate results at the brand level (e.g. Ford, Toyota), with plant-specific details only available to purchasers of
the full report. OEMs thus had access to these benchmarking data at the level of specificity that wasn’t visible to
the public. Relatedly, we can’t provide a citation to those detailed reports.
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innovation, and high performance on both technological and financial criteria. Using
computer sector as proof positive, OEM-based advocates could enlist Tier 1s by promising
them a larger role than ever before.
Third-party experts (e.g. financial analysts, consultants, and academics) were only too
willing to endorse this approach. With complexity and coordination costs rising from product
proliferation, inter-organizational alliances, and global expansion, they promoted models of
industry structure that reduced interdependence through modularity and outsourcing.
The concepts of modularity and outsourcing are distinct, and the actors did not link
them right away. In principle, modular architecture can reduce complexity, offering the
potential for speedier innovation (any design improvements are possible as long as interface
standards are met); shorter product development lead times (by minimizing coordination
requirements); and customization (by allowing modules to be mixed and matched, Legostyle, to deliver customer-specific functionality).10 In principle, outsourcing is a way to lower
costs and reduce complexity by shifting tasks to a specialized supplier that can achieve
efficiencies through focus and access to lower-priced inputs. OEMs, in particular, were
drawn to both concepts based on these anticipated benefits.
For a time, the initiatives were separated, both conceptually and functionally, with
outsourcing driven by purchasing and modularity by manufacturing. It was only when a
strategic vision of modularity + outsourcing (‘M+O’) emerged that advocates could posit a
transformed IA based on alignment of OEM and supplier interests. This vision of a new IA
eventually permeated not only relationships along the automotive ecosystem but also the
capital and debt markets. What its advocates neglected to point out, though, is that the M+O

10

As noted above, in the automotive industry ‘modules’ were understood as physical bundles (e.g., instrument
panel (cockpit) ‘module’), denoting a different interpretation to that given by the modularity literature (see
MacDuffie, 2013), which altered the prospects of achieving these benefits.
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combination is precisely what caused computer OEMs to lose both power and their share of
value capture to specialized suppliers of key modules (Jacobides and MacDuffie, 2013).
A Shift in How Agents Frame Their Interests: How OEM-Supplier Consensus Emerged
Outsourcing in the automotive industry had featured since the industry’s inception, as noted
in Table A3. By the 1980s, mindful of the Japanese example and with new options to source
components in low-wage countries, U.S. and European OEMs increasingly outsourced. The
initiatives of the late 1990s accelerated the trend considerably, as discussed below.
In contrast, the interest in modularity was a novel development, applying initially
only to manufacturing. Fiat, for example, approached modularity initially as an internal
initiative in the 1980s tied to the joint design of a new product and a new assembly plant. To
increase automation (reducing direct labor), it was advantageous to install a smaller number
of large subassemblies, rather than using the traditional ‘layer build,’ in which a large number
of small parts and components were installed on the assembly line. At first, these
subassemblies (soon termed ‘modules’) were built on separate lines inside the new Fiat
factory; another advantage was that each module could be tested for quality defects before
being installed in the vehicle. Outsourcing of modules began in the 1990s; having physically
separated the production task from the assembly line, it soon became apparent that the task
could be passed to a specialized supplier with lower labor costs.
On the other hand, Ford was initially focused on outsourcing as a means of drawing
on the specialized component competence of suppliers to reduce the cost and complexity of
its assembly plants. Starting in Europe in the mid-1990s and continuing in Brazil, outsourcing
at Ford was paired with goals for reducing inventories via ‘supplier parks,’ at which suppliers
would locate close to the Ford assembly plant to shorten delivery time (Sako, 2009). This
approach made the most sense for large, heavy subassemblies containing parts that varied
based on customer preferences, e.g. seats, the instrument panel (cockpit), and vehicle front
ends; these also became known as ‘modules’ after outsourcing began.
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These early manufacturing initiatives had a narrow scope and limited impact on
structural characteristics,11 and OEMs soon came to view the resulting gains as too limited.
While outsourcing larger chunks might lead to some cost savings, OEM executives were
concerned not only with contractual risks, but also with overall supplier capability to meet
cost, quality, and delivery goals. Yet modularity advocates shifted their attention, arguing
that OEMs could reduce the cost and complexity of product development by drawing on
suppliers’ component expertise for module design. Suppliers had been asking for more design
responsibility for years, but OEMs were typically not interested. So why did these arguments
suddenly appeal to them, particularly to their senior executives?
Recall that by the mid-1990s, OEMs were facing increasing global competitive
pressure, plus criticism from financial analysts. Meanwhile, consultants and academics were
touting the latest strategy ideas and analogies from other industries. All this made M+O very
appealing. If suppliers could take over both design and manufacturing of complex
subassemblies that constituted a large part of the vehicle’s value, this would improve OEM
labor productivity, improve OEM ROA, reduce OEM design work, reduce the complexity of
OEM product development and manufacturing, and, most importantly from a strategy point
of view, allow both OEMs and suppliers to focus on their respective ‘core competence.’
Chrysler was another OEM that implemented these initiatives in the 1990s, prompted
by competitive difficulties in the 1980s that caused layoffs of staff in product and process
engineering. Like Fiat, they embraced M+O because they no longer had the expertise
internally. According to one Ford respondent, “Chrysler had to go to modules because they
lost all of their people and have to rely on their suppliers.” This acknowledges the potential
for a shift of power from OEM to supplier, albeit when OEM engineering capabilities were
already weak. The change dynamic had begun.

11

Here too, the definition of automotive modules differed from computer modules in important regards. From
the perspective of the functional specialists dealing with manufacturing and purchasing decisions, automotive
‘modules’ were, in a sense, merely new terminology for the large subassemblies that were subject to the same
‘make vs. buy’ decisions as all components.
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What ultimately bolstered the credibility of M+O was the proactive pursuit of the
vision by OEMs such as Ford, GM, and up-and-comer Hyundai. Ford, in particular, saw it as
a way to focus on new business models—most notably downstream consumer services that
would boost its share of customer interactions and expenditures after the sale.12 The
dominant narrative at Ford in the late 1990s was one of choice rather than necessity,
emphasizing a new division of labor based on a more rational focus on ‘core competence.’13
At Hyundai, the consolidation of parts subsidiaries into mega-supplier Mobis in 2000,
following a broader corporate reorganization, was the trigger for its modularity push.
Given the importance of design in differentiating products and establishing brand
identity, why were strong OEMs like Ford suddenly willing to give suppliers more control?
This is a key question, because the consequence of such a move in the computer sector was a
significant and seemingly irreversible shift in power from OEMs to horizontally specialized
suppliers (see Bresnahan and Greenstein, 1999 and Jacobides and Tae, 2015). Why would
automotive OEMs risk a similar fate?
The guiding concept of ‘core competence’ was drawn from Prahalad and Hamel’s
1990 article; according to a recent assessment by the Economist (2008), it “spread from core
competencies to core everything—core processes, core businesses—everything that
constituted the essence of what a company was and did. Management consultants encouraged
companies to focus on their core as a source of untapped potential in a time of rapid change
and unpredictability.”
To allow automotive OEMs to achieve this focus, third parties urged the creation of
large ‘full-service’ suppliers that could handle the design, purchasing, and production of all
12

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Jac Nasser made headlines by stating that Ford would become a ‘consumer
services company’ rather than being just an automaker (Kerwin and Naugthton, 1999). Accordingly, Ford
invested aggressively in downstream consumer services, mostly through acquisitions, e.g. Hertz (100% owned
by 1994, partially spun-off in 1997, reacquired in 2000); Norwich Union (UK) automotive insurance (1998);
Kwik-Fit (quick service for oil changes, etc., 1999); Collision Team of America, body shop chain (minority
stake in 1998); automotive parts recycling firms Copher Brothers (1999) and Cumberland (2000); and others.
13

GM sounded a similar note after successful experiments with a ‘modular consortium’ in Brazil in the mid1990s, with co-located suppliers who could deliver complex subassemblies on a just-in-time basis (Sako, 2009).
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components in a complex subassembly/module. One consultant report explained the
responsibilities of a ‘full-service’ supplier, in an idealized view that shows suppliers taking
burdensome tasks away from OEMs without challenging their prerogatives:
The module supplier is expected to provide full services in support of the design,
development, manufacture, warranty, and supply of replacement parts for the modules it
is supplying. This does not mean that the OEM will give the supplier autonomy in the
design of the module, the design process will be a collaborative process with the OEM
engineering function in the majority of cases. (Berkt Group, 1998)

During this period (1998–2003), IMVP’s Modularity and Outsourcing project
attracted many sponsors, allowing researchers to conduct fieldwork at OEMs and Tier 1s
worldwide. IMVP always presented ‘modularity’ and ‘outsourcing’ as two distinct activities
that could be implemented either separately or together. Yet virtually all initiatives (with the
exception of Japanese OEMs’, e.g. Toyota) combined them into a single strategic vision.14
Still, the initiative that made the most headway was the outsourcing of major
subassemblies to suppliers and the (mostly) horizontal combination of specialized suppliers
in order to meet the increased capabilities demanded by OEMs. What became known as
‘mega-suppliers’ emerged in multiple ways. Financiers and consultants encouraged the two
U.S. OEMs who were still highly vertically integrated to spin off their component part
divisions. Both GM and Ford followed their guidance, with GM spinning off Delphi in 1999
and Ford spinning off Visteon in 2000. (Chrysler, although historically the least vertically
integrated of the Big Three, had deverticalized in 1987 by spinning off its parts subsidiaries
into Acustar, a much smaller firm.)15 Similar arguments were made to encourage Tier 1s to

14

In a rare moment of candor, one Toyota executive, in 1999, made the following comment: “Our competitors
will pursue modules and they will have quality problems as a result and our advantage over them will only
grow.” Our fieldwork suggests that Toyota was not ignoring modularity, but viewed it as something to explore
first internally, particularly with respect to design. Toyota was more cautious, experimented within its own
boundaries, and didn’t subscribe to the new vision—rightly so, as it turned out.
15

These spin-offs didn’t create captive groups; indeed, the rationale for their creation was to make the
components part of the business less captive, so it would face more competition. The former parents did not
have any extraordinary say in the functioning of these firms. When GM announced its plans to make Delphi
fully independent in 1999, Delphi’s share of non-GM North America business was 34%; the target goal was to
reach 50% by 2002. GM ultimately gave away 100% of its spin-off equity away, not holding any stock; 80%
was distributed to GM shareholders pro-rata and 20% by IPO. Ford spun off Visteon in 2000, with all shares
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undertake horizontal M&A with each other, e.g. to combine plastics molding firms with seat
makers or electronics firms to create mega-suppliers that could bid on instrument panel
(cockpit) modules. Finally, in recognition of the increasing importance of electronics and
software in automotive systems, some established IT firms, including Microsoft and HP,
diversified into the automotive industry.
The net impact was to give outsourcing an apparently irresistible momentum. Indeed,
outsourcing initiatives soon outpaced modularity initiatives. Figure A1 shows the drop in the
percentage of vertical integration at the Big Three over 1975–2000, in comparison with the
persistently low percentage among Japanese OEMs. Figure A2 shows the rise in the number
of mega-suppliers from 1992 to 2004.
For some consultants and academics, these changes were portents of disruptive
changes in the sector’s architecture. According to a Bain & Company report by Donovan
(1999), “The new giant suppliers will quickly move to designing vehicle systems that can be
‘standardized’ within and across OEMs—in other words, used in multiple models of an OEM
and eventually by multiple OEMs.” According to some academics, autos would mirror IT:
“Chrysler has played the role of the Compaq of the automotive industry. Chrysler’s strategy
allows suppliers—even Ford’s and GM’s internal suppliers—to strengthen their capability to
develop whole automotive subsystems, thereby pushing the entire structure of the industry
from vertical toward horizontal (Fine, 1998, p. 62).” Another academic told us, “Modules
will affect the industry structure. When suppliers get more experience and volume, they can
begin to dictate design, price, module scope to the OEMs (personal communication, 1999).”
As an IMVP researcher who later became an automotive industry analyst at an investment
going to holders of common and Class B stock (the latter held by members of the Ford family). Financial
difficulties at Visteon led to Ford reacquiring 23 plants and offices in 2005; subsequently 30 plants or units were
closed or divested. By 2010, Ford's share of Visteon's business was down to 28%, with Hyundai in second
place at 27%. The Delphi and Visteon stories are similar in that both GM and Ford had concluded by the mid1990s that the advantages of vertical integration (reduced transaction costs, capture of supplier margin) were
less than its costs (lack of exposure of parts units to external competition; high labor costs at both assembly and
component plants).
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bank, Max Warburton, wrote at the time, “Modularity is an easy and digestible concept for
consultant and investment banking firms to pick up on and use as a focus for their advisory
activities – which is having a significant influence on firm strategies, particularly with respect
to M&A activity (Sako and Warburton, 1999).”
The influence of these ideas on OEMs’ senior management was clear. A corporate
strategist at Fiat shared a 1998 consultant’s report that predicted industry-wide adoption of
modularity by 2010, driven by cost savings: “The recognition of the cost savings potential
through the use of assembly modules is becoming stronger within the OEMs. There remains
some resistance, but it is misguided and will be overcome in a relatively short time (Berkt
Group, 1998). ” In the U.S., IMVP researcher Daniel Whitney observed the ubiquity of two
books, Clayton Christensen’s The Innovator’s Dilemma and Carliss Baldwin and Kim
Clark’s Design Rules, on the shelves of product engineers during a 2000 visit at one of the
Big Three OEMs. In a personal communication, he wrote:
Certain words were obligatory and one of these was modularity. Modularity, to many
people, meant outsourcing, which in turn meant job loss; while to others it meant
devolving design responsibility to ‘full service suppliers.’ I was told that the Christensen
and Baldwin & Clark books had been declared required reading. [My internal contact at
the OEM] felt that it over-simplified a complex situation and forced people to agree with
top management's decisions instead of working through the problem themselves.

Carliss Baldwin (personal communication) added:
In the late 1990s, Kim [Clark] as well as Clay [Christensen] were in an evangelizing
mode and the frameworks were just out. Kim in particular had a longstanding relationship
with the Ford CEO, and I know they discussed our work. At the time, we were more
concerned with the risk of power devolving on suppliers (the Intel story) than with the
possibility that the framework just didn’t fit.

This helped shape the views promulgated by the CEO office of Ford.
Suppliers quickly recognized their opportunity. If they could gain control of key
modules, from design to production, they could command higher prices. The resulting higher
margins could drive greater investment in R&D, better managerial and engineering
capabilities, and better financial performance. Overall, suppliers’ initial response was to
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accept the new strategic vision and prepare for their new roles. Tables 1a and A4 provide
quotes from OEM, supplier, and third-party respondents pertaining to this shared prospective
strategic vision for M+O. At this early stage, the degree of consensus is striking.
Meanwhile, OEMs seemed quite oblivious to the strategic risk. In addition, the key
decision makers were not as concerned as one might expect with the substantial contractual
hazards these new arrangements would incur. Had they paid closer attention to everything
third-party actors said, they would have soon found cause to worry. 16
Framing Contests and Signs of Trouble
To understand the evolution of these initiatives, we must dig into the intra-organizational
debates within OEMs, and also the dialogue between OEMs and Tier 1s. As noted, megasuppliers welcomed their new role, but how exactly did they negotiate the early steps towards
this major structural change? In the face of huge enthusiasm from senior management, how
did different functional groups within the OEM view the advantages and disadvantages? Why
was there consensus, albeit temporary, to align OEMs and Tier 1s behind this new direction?
From the start, suppliers anticipated that building a module would be regarded as a
high-value-added task, allowing them to charge more. But they quickly learned that OEMs
did not see higher value-add in routine assembly tasks, so they pressed OEMs to go one step
further and outsource design tasks to them. This aligned well with the strategic inclinations of
OEM senior managers.
For suppliers, a bigger role in design innovation and integration of modules was
appealing in several ways. Long constrained by OEMs’ hierarchical supply chains, they saw
M+O as their chance to break free. Given more autonomy, they might also develop industry-

16

According to a report on modularity based on data from this time period (Ro, Liker, and Fixson, 2007), “It is
clear that OEMs are putting themselves at great risk when they outsource so much of the intellectual property in
the vehicle. When a vehicle is a bolted-together set of modules, the quality and even appeal of the vehicle will
depend at least as much on the module suppliers as on the OEM… Thus, OEMs are investing a great deal in
specific assets …when they engage a supplier to engineer and build modules.”
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level standard components that could provide high-volume sales, tremendous economies of
scale, and more influence on vehicle performance.
However, functional groups within OEMs had concerns about granting suppliers that
expanded role. Individual managers and engineers differed in their opinions on the potential
of modularity, so framing contests took place both across and within functional groups.
Tables 1b and A5 contain data from our fieldwork on changing perspectives within OEMs.
Insert Tables 1a, 1b, 1c about here.
Purchasing worried about controlling more powerful suppliers, and about the risks of
hold-up and renegotiation that TCE would have brought up. The changes under way seemed
to be introducing significant new risks. Product engineering doubted whether suppliers’
design capabilities were up to scratch, and often did ‘shadow engineering’ of their efforts.
Manufacturing questioned whether suppliers were as efficient at building subassemblies as
OEM plants could be, and also faced labor union backlash over job losses from outsourcing.
Overall, the fear was that outsourcing modules meant losing control.
Those with reservations were initially brought on board in two ways. First, they
acknowledged the strategic imperative to reduce costs, improve ROA, and speed up
innovation, and reluctantly accepted that modularity could help achieve these goals. Second,
they were persuaded that modularity would be approached step by step, gradually extending
suppliers’ responsibility and autonomy as they proved worthy.
Despite these good intentions, M+O soon ran into trouble. Our fieldwork revealed
steadily growing concerns, on both sides, over whether the promised strategic benefits were
materializing. OEMs cited inadequate supplier capabilities as a pretext for maintaining
control, despite their avowed intent to transfer responsibility. Suppliers complained that
OEMs wouldn’t listen to their ideas, allow them to take charge, or let them earn sufficient
margins to invest in improved capabilities, as the quotes in Tables 1c and A6 illustrate.
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Realigned Expectations and Strategic Rethink
As implementation faltered, misgivings turned to skepticism. This prompted a realignment of
expectations and a rethinking of strategy. Now frictions (and framing struggles) were
between Tier 1 managers wanting to hold OEMs to the initial vision and now-ascendant
skeptics at OEMs.
Tables 2a / A7 show that OEMs chose to maintain hierarchical control over the
supply chain, for multiple reasons. Where supplier capabilities were lacking, Ford purchasers
worried about being ‘held hostage’ by a module supplier’s inferior quality, as TCE would
have predicted. Conversely, Fiat product engineers worried that where ‘super suppliers’ had
developed innovative components for competitors, they would not necessarily share those
new technologies. These examples of supplier opportunism hadn’t been fully anticipated or
negotiated at the outset. Other quotes show why OEMs chose to retain their system-integrator
role: to control suppliers that weren’t ready to take full responsibility, and to meet their own
regulatory and liability requirements. The final two quotes suggest that OEMs were
beginning to recognize the folly of relinquishing the system-integrator role to suppliers.
Tables 2a / A8 present the complementary supplier perspective, which changed after
suppliers: 1) saw how hard it would be to amass the necessary capabilities; 2) discovered that
OEMs intended to maintain hierarchical control; 3) recognized the undesirability (if not
impossibility) of taking on regulatory certification; and 4) saw that OEMs consistently vetoed
the idea of standardized components across customers. As the new vision of M+O was de
facto toned down by the OEMs, suppliers did not merely complain, but tried to argue that
OEMs were going to lose out on the hoped-for benefits by refusing to relinquish control. It
not only reflected suppliers’ interest, but also the buy-in and preparation of suppliers for the
new roles laid out by the initial strategic vision upon which both parties had agreed.
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By showing the evolution of views in the sector, this evidence helps us understand the
nature of the feedback loop posited in Figure 1: Efforts to change the sector were slow-paced,
such that the final outcome of change efforts could not be known before the potential mistake
materialized. It’s not that signs of trouble were absent, or didn’t amass; but rather that it took
time for actors to process them. Changing course would mean admitting a mistake, and
possibly trying to remedy it. Unsurprisingly, this created significant resistance and delay.
Insert Tables 2a and 2b about here.
Sector Architecture: What Changed, What Didn’t, and Why Value Stuck Around
If suppliers had hoped to gain an advantage through modularity, their hopes were soon
dashed. Once they took off their strategic blinkers, OEMs managed to nip value migration in
the bud and retain the dominant share of industry value.17 They could rescue the situation
thanks to the slow pace of change in their industry, skepticism among their own functional
groups, and a gradual rethink of faulty strategic premises.
Modularity initiatives, launched with such optimism and grand vision in the late
1990s, were mostly closed down, abandoned, or redirected within five to seven years, as
summarized in Figure 3. Fiat dropped its modularity strategy by 2001, and by 2005 was
reintegrating the design of core products back into its own central engineering group (Zirpoli
and Whitford, 2014). Ford quietly disbanded its Modularity Task Force in 2003.18 Chrysler,
which became part of DaimlerChrysler in 1998, continued with a few supplier-produced
17

Data on the share of sectoral value captured by OEMs vs. suppliers between 1984 and 2004 (Jacobides and
MacDuffie, 2013) found that the OEM share was both large (70–80+%) and relatively stable despite the
deverticalization in that period, in contrast with the pattern for the computer sector in the same years, where
value shifted dramatically from OEMs to specialized suppliers.

18

For Ford, which had invested heavily in making a shift to ‘becoming a consumer services company,’ the
failure to gain much advantage from modularity, combined with the recession of the early 2000s, prompted a
rethink of the entire strategic vision. While the CEO had initially promoted M+O in the late 1990s, he was too
distracted by other difficulties in the early 2000s—including the failure of the ‘consumer services company’
strategy—to give the modularity initiative much attention. Ford was able to reverse course because the progress
of its initiative was slow, its momentum was stalled, and there was no unified coalition within the firm to
support it. The initial consensus between Ford and its suppliers, which internally took the form of a truce across
the different functional groups, didn’t hold as problems emerged, and in the absence of strong leadership, the
doubters carried the day. Of course, it was fortunate for Ford that it couldn’t go too far down that risky road.
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modules, but abandoned co-design with suppliers and, in 2007, was bought by Cerberus.
Other OEMs encountered their own idiosyncratic barriers to progress towards modularity.19
Insert Figure 3 about here.
Yet it would be wrong to infer that entrenched interests and ineffective change agents meant
‘business as usual.’ Recall that there were dramatic structural changes in the form of reduced
vertical integration at OEMs and the emergence of Tier 1 ‘mega-suppliers’ of unprecedented
horizontal scope, revenues, and growth rate. Given a history of OEMs dominating suppliers,
the experimentation with collaborative design did alter the balance of power by giving
suppliers a stronger hand in their age-old mixed-motive relationship with OEMs. Ultimately,
though, OEMs kept hierarchical control over suppliers by retaining and also reprioritizing
their central role as system integrators. At first, M+O was a powerful double-pronged vision
for restructuring the sector, but later the two themes were decoupled. Outsourcing continues
to this day, while modularity largely stalled.
What aspects of the status quo ante industry structure affected pressures for change
such that OEMs’ role as system integrator was ultimately reinforced? With the benefit of
hindsight, it is clear that OEMs had a safety net of sorts in the key structural characteristics of
the automotive sector. First, unlike the computer sector, which unbundled into independent
vertical segments that could be ‘mixed and matched,’ the automobile sector was clearly

19

GM was on a similar path to Ford in 1999, but ceased to pursue modularity of production due to conflicts with
the UAW. A Japanese firm like Toyota already worked closely with suppliers in its keiretsu on collaborative
design and so was gaining the benefit of supplier expertise even without relinquishing control to them or
shifting product architecture towards modules. VW drew analyst attention with its projection of massive
economies of scale by extending a few core modules across multiple products sharing a platform in its family of
brands, yet the primary gain arose from restricting the parameters given to design engineers; all modules were
still proprietary (closed) designs and they differed in manufacturing specification across, for example, Skoda,
SEAT, VW, and Audi. Perhaps the OEM that made the most progress towards modularity was Hyundai, in
collaboration with Tier 1 supplier Mobis, which like Delphi and Visteon was a spinoff of formerly vertically
integrated parts divisions. As noted in Figure 3, Hyundai was able to advance modularization processes through
a quasi-vertically integrated relationship with its primary module supplier. Note that this was the opposite of the
initial strategic vision advocated by the U.S. OEMs and the third party actors, which envisioned the handoff of
responsibilities from the OEM to an autonomous supplier that would provide value through its specialized
expertise, the focus on its core competence, quicker innovation, and reduced coordination costs.
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hierarchical. Thus, vertical dis-integration was achieved through extensive outsourcing that
preserved hierarchical control of the supply chain.
Second, OEMs have responsibility for regulatory compliance, are accountable for
product defects/failures (i.e. legal liability), and maintain the locus of differentiability by
owning brand distinctiveness and controlling aftermarket parts. To fulfill these roles, they
need to maintain their capabilities as system integrators—which M+O threatened to
undermine. The more OEMs denied supplier proposals for standardized parts or supplierbranded components, the more they seemed to realize the risks of value migration contained
in their earlier strategic vision. Along with their misgivings over suppliers’ capabilities,
claims, and requests, this rightly gave the OEMs pause for thought.
Finally, OEMs have near-exclusive control over distribution through the franchised
dealer model. This gives OEMs the ability to monopolize consumer interactions with
valuable information to customize their offerings that suppliers lacked. Moreover, the
clockspeed of the automotive industry was slow enough, with four- to six-year product cycles
and incremental change in component technologies, to allow second thoughts.
Quotes from our field work that capture these channeling effects are summarized in
Tables 2a, 2b, A7, A8, and A9, and the theory is illustrated in Figure 4.
Insert Figure 4 about here.
In summary, OEMs’ strategic choices evolved via experimentation and sense-making
as they balanced pressures from different internal constituencies. Their experience with
modularity, and ill-fated moves into downstream services, made OEMs acutely aware that
creating a new sector architecture through ‘hollowing out,’ shifting downstream, and
modularizing was nowhere near as effective as external advisors and consultants had
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promised.20 OEMs’ change of strategy in the early 2000s suggested they finally realized that
their core competence was system integration: designing complete vehicles, complex
subassemblies, and proprietary components to achieve a differentiated ‘look and feel.’
Impact on Value Distribution
The same factors that underpinned OEMs’ ability to control their IA also drove their ability
to appropriate value. Despite significant outsourcing, OEMs retained hierarchical control of
the supply chain through proprietary (closed) design specifications that not only required
asset-specific investments by suppliers, but also avoided wholesale ‘vertical unbundling’ by
ensuring that supply networks were hierarchically managed, without standard interfaces in
production or distribution21 and using competitive bidding to preserve sourcing alternatives.
OEMs found it easier to control an external supplier than an internal parts division. As a
manufacturing engineer at Fiat put it, “We can be tougher and more rigid with a supplier, on
cost and quality, than if we do it ourselves.” Competitive bidding among suppliers give
OEMs more scope to press for cost reductions than the transfer pricing associated with
vertically integrated component production.
However, the fact that the IA remained hierarchical, preventing value migration, was
not just a matter of strategic design. In the quest to simplify their product development and
manufacturing, OEMs often resorted to more parts-sharing across platforms and models,
especially for components that customers didn’t see. Occasionally, to meet this goal, OEMs
would consent to purchasing a component that was also purchased by many other customers,
which conflicted with the goal of keeping control over specifications.
Such de facto industry standards raised the potential for suppliers to feel the heat from
defects and product recalls. Even without direct regulatory accountability or legal liability,
20

For example, Ford’s strategy to prioritize downstream consumer services didn’t last much longer than its
modularity initiative (Mercer, 2009). As of 2004 (by which time CEO Nasser had been forced out), virtually all
of the diversifying acquisitions into services (listed in footnote 12) had been ended, i.e. unwound or sold.
21

The automobile sector uses a small number of ‘industry standard’ interfaces, e.g., how tires and spark plugs
are fastened, how refueling is done, etc. OEMs also provide specifications allowing post-sale suppliers in spare
parts to compete, while also engaging in after-sales support. However, the production and distribution of the car
largely eschews standardized interfaces, opting for closed, proprietary ones that maintain hierarchical control,
impede full modularization, and preserve OEM value—as we found.
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contract provisions would ensure that suppliers felt the cost impact. Furthermore, the more
vehicles shared common parts, the wider the scope of a potential recall, and the greater the
risk of a supplier gaining notoriety among consumers. Still, for a mega-supplier to have a
large market share of a component that many OEMs buy is different from establishing and
controlling an industry-standard for a vital module; this modest move towards outsourcingplus-parts-sharing hasn’t altered the fundamental reality of OEM power over Tier 1s.22
Even with new technologies such as electric drive trains and autonomous vehicles,
which could change the dominant design of the automobile for the first time since the 1920s,
OEMs must still integrate new and old technologies within a given vehicle design, and
manage a portfolio of vehicles with a mix of such technologies. OEMs continue to do the
lion’s share of R&D in their sector, even for new technologies like electric batteries, because
they believe it is a competitive necessity that they ‘know more than they make’ (Brusoni,
Prencipe, and Pavitt, 2001) in order to manage technically sophisticated mega-suppliers. At
the same time, mega-suppliers, for all their increased capabilities and skills, are mostly
shying away from the capital- and scale-intensive tasks of systems integration at the level of
being a full assembler.23 Even new entrants (such as Tesla) have by and large preserved the
patterns of the division of labor in the sector—and the dynamics of value appropriation.24 In

22

A recent example shows how far the pendulum has swung from OEMs’ brief enthusiasm for sourcing entire
modules from Tier 1 suppliers. Seat maker Johnson Controls Inc. (JCI) has the largest market share worldwide
yet has recently reported that it wants to sell its seating unit. The reason is that OEMs no longer want to
purchase complete seats from JCI, preferring instead to make bulk purchases of individual components and then
to hire a different supplier to do final assembly. This reduces the seat price for OEMs but leaves seat suppliers
with much lower margins. In 2005, OEMs bought 70% of their seats as a single module from one suppliers,
with 30% assembled from components. Now those percentages are reversed (Sedgwick, 2015). JCI’s
capabilities for designing complete seats are utilized much less. Presumably the system integrator role that JCI
once played for seats is now subsumed by OEMs retaining (and taking back) that role for themselves.
23

Magna’s brief flirtation with buying Opel marked the first instance of a supplier bidding to become an OEM
since the industry’s early history. That it failed in its attempt, due to GM’s board changing its mind about the
advisability of the sale, prevents us from finding out whether Magna would have been able to master the full set
of capabilities required of global OEMs in the current era.
24

Tesla’s recent challenge of the franchise model is an effort to alter the nature of downstream relationships in
the existing IA. On the upstream / production side, however, Tesla has broadly kept the attributes of existing
OEMs supporting the current IA. It is also interesting to note that the dominant analogy in the sector has shifted
from the focus on the computer sector to a fascination with Apple. Its ability to control its ecosystem through
hierarchical arrangements and aggressive control of business and product design, despite the extensive use of
outsourcing is widely admired (see Jacobides and MacDuffie, 2013).
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our view, these disruptive technological changes are unlikely to undermine the OEMs’
system integrator role, or their share of value capture.
DISCUSSION
Our study looks at the process of industry transformation, focusing on changes in how
production is organized, and related rules and roles. We thereby complement the rich
tradition on industry evolution (see Audretsch, 1995; Geroski, 2005; Klepper, 1997; Nelson
and Winter, 1982) by moving beyond the analysis of new processes and technologies to
consider how industry architecture and scope change over time (Williamson, 1985). We also
show that groups of firms, as well as individual firms, may undertake changes in their scope
that are fraught with contractual hazards.
Our focus is on the endogenous mechanisms of change. We extend research on the
evolution of institutional arrangements in a sector (Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Langlois and
Robertson, 1995) by considering how actors try to change the rules that define the division of
labor—and, consequently, the division of profit (Jacobides et al., 2006; Pisano and Teece,
2007). We thus complement Langlois and Robertson’s (1989) analysis of early automotive
sector history by arguing that there is more at play than changing economics or the
availability of suppliers. Our study considers the role of strategic moves by major actors in
the industry, looking within these actors to understand what drives and what constrains their
actions, thus expanding our understanding of what drives the sector’s templates (Jacobides
and Winter, 2005). Our contribution is to explore the roles of both agency and structure.
We explore agency by looking at how different actors perceive their roles in the
sector-wide division of labor, and try to rewrite them. We find that OEMs have been much
more active than we might expect, proactively trying to alter their context via a
transformative vision for themselves and the industry overall. We consider how dominant
firms, responding to their own narrow pressures, pursue courses of action that might not even
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serve their best interests in the medium term, through a coalition of both intra- and interorganizational actors and agendas, as evidenced by OEMs’ strategic U-turn.
As we consider agency in this way, we see a mix between the rational and the
behavioral. While actors broadly follow their interests, there is a great deal of variance in the
skills they bring to bear, the visions they develop, and the framing and cognitive strategies
they use to advance them. Our analysis thus contributes to the growing literature on cognition
(Porac et al., 1989, 2011), frames, and rhetorical contests (Kaplan, 2008; Kaplan and Tripsas,
2008). Our focus is at the level of the sector, and how industry architectures emerge both as a
result of a truce between the different participants and also the cognitive perception of a
template for understanding organization and the division of labor.
Our findings support the assertion that “executives adopt a way of looking at
situations that are widely shared within their industry,” i.e. industry recipes (Spender, 1989:
188). However, we also look at how different actors and segments interact, and how and why
they try to change the ways in which they interact. Within these framing contests, we note the
role of analogies (at times poorly chosen), influenced by the agendas of participants,
advisors, and financiers. In particular, through the process model in Figure 1, we show how
these forces help shape the patterns of division of labor and thus division of profit.
Second, our study contributes to the understanding of the role of structure in IA
evolution. OEMs were powerful enough to launch strategic restructuring of the entire sector;
their vision was ill founded strategically; and hence the initiatives would have weakened
them, if completed. Yet, because of the hierarchical structure of the sector and their
ensconced role as a systems integrator, the OEMs retained enough power to prevent slippage
towards strategic weakness by partially halting the initiatives, unlike their counterparts in the
computer sector. This underscores two important structural attributes:
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1) Sector-level vertical dis-integration, based on hierarchical non-modular structures and
proprietary (closed) standards, as seen in autos, is different from wholesale vertical
unbundling through modularity and open standards, as seen in computers (Baldwin and
Clark, 2000). By backing away from unbundling and opting for deverticalization,
automobile manufacturers could discipline and redirect their suppliers and keep a
substantial part of the value-add, even while outsourcing massively. This is consistent
with Luo et al. (2012), who find major differences in the hierarchical structures of
production in automobiles and electronics in Japan. We thus inform the literature on
global value chains (e.g., Sturgeon, 2002; Gereffi et al., 2005) and on the drivers of value
creation and capture as they relate to vertical scope (Helfat and Campo-Rembado, 2014).
2) We also look at the role of regulatory responsibility and legal liability as a reinforcing
mechanism of the status quo, which represents an under-studied and under-theorized
element in terms of the relationship between different players in a sector (see, e.g.,
Kolstad, Ulen, and Johnson, 1990; Shavell, 2007). We also point to the role of ownership
of the customer experience and/or distribution as a crucial attribute of sector structure that
helps to explain both patterns of value distribution and the likelihood of change.
Our analysis of sector-wide phenomena also contributes to the growing debate on the
process of change in institutional fields (Ferraro and Gurses, 2009; Lounsbury, 2007) by
exploring the agency and identity of those trying to promote change. Firms such as Fiat and
Chrysler, weakened by the ‘hollowing out’ from previous layoffs, were more resource-needy
than other OEMs at the time, and this may have emboldened them to embark on vertical
unbundling. Thus, consistent with Sine and David (2003), we find that resource scarcity does
promote the reconsideration of a sector’s institutional templates. Yet Ford and Hyundai both
proactively embarked on modularity initiatives from a position of strength. Here, the impetus
for change is not an exogenous shock, but rather an initiative from key powerful actors.
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Our study unpacks firms’ advocacy for institutional change as the composite of
internal dynamics, whereby groups within powerful actors can push for actions that
jeopardize those actors’ control of their environment. This provides an interesting link to the
BTOF (Cyert and March, 1963)—i.e., to understand field-level changes, we need to consider
the biases, interests, and coalitions arising from agency within firms.
Our analysis provides a set of mediating variables not directly considered in the
literature on industry evolution. 25 Also, by focusing on framing contests within and between
buyers and suppliers, we confront the dilemmas associated with the co-determination of value
creation and value capture.
Our final substantive contribution is a multi-level analysis of industry-level change.
We argue that to understand change or stasis, we have to understand the agency of different
groupings within firms, with their own distinct frames, interests, and biases. This analysis is
consistent with Whitford and Zirpoli’s (2015) recent account of the dynamics within Fiat. It
draws on the BTOF (Argote and Greve, 2007; Cyert and March, 1963) to consider how
differences within organizations drive firm-level decisions, and expands that theoretical
tradition to show how these differences also shape sector-level outcomes.
This contribution also contextualizes TCE research (Williamson, 1985), while
responding to Coase’s (2006) exhortation to explore what drives scope without a priori
bias.26 Consistent with TCE, we find that purchasing managers and engineers identified the
contractual hazards, and tried to protect their firms. However, extending TCE, we find that
25
Our study partly confirms and partly qualifies recent work on emerging industries. As Ozcan and Santos
(2014) find for mobile payments, we also argue that incumbent support is critical to enable industry change. Yet
we find incumbents in autos both less ‘strategic,’ and, at times, more prone to strategic mistakes as they
consider the future form of their sector, despite its slower technological clockspeed. We also agree with Gurses
and Ozcan’s (2014) finding that different players try to engage in sector-wide framing contests. But in our case,
the contests are not with regulators, nor do they involve public discourse.
26

Coase (2006) challenges the established wisdom on the canonical example of TCE, suggesting that the Fisher
Body acquisition of GM in 1926 (Klein, Crawford, and Alchian, 1978) was a foible. He argues that “as [the]
theory was not based on the result of investigations into how firms did in fact act, it is not surprising that, as we
have seen, the conclusion reached was completely wrong. What is needed is a change in the way economics is
conducted. If our discussions are to have any value, our theories must have an empirical basis” (2006: 226-7).
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within-firm struggles resulted in contractually risky approaches winning the day. Our
findings are also consistent with TCE in suggesting that firms that engage in transactional
mis-alignment (such as excessive dis-integration) ultimately try to ‘row back,' and qualify
TCE by suggesting that this is possible only when some structural features allow it.
Finally, this research is informed by, and further qualifies, the considerable work on
the evolution of the automotive sector (see, inter alia, Helper, 1991; Langlois and Robertson,
1989; Womack et al., 1990). First, we draw on the extensive body of research, and use it to
triangulate our approach. Second, we help revisit the trends in the sector, in particular the
push by firms towards the combined strategy of modularization and outsourcing during the
late 1990s (MacDuffie, 2013). Third, we place our findings in the context of broader changes
in the sector, such as the competition between the U.S., Japanese, and European firms, to
ensure we have not spuriously captured other factors. And fourth, we provide a new angle on
the nature of joint value creation in the context of buyer-supplier relationships.
Limitations
Our paper examines a single industry that may not be representative with respect to the
potential impact of combining modularity and outsourcing strategies. Indeed, if the computer
sector lies at one extreme, with a modular product architecture embedded in a modular
industry structure, the automotive sector lies relatively close to the other, i.e. largely integral
product architecture embedded in a largely hierarchical industry structure. While examining
extreme cases can be analytically useful, it leaves the more representative intermediate cases
unexplored. Also, the agreed-upon definitions-in-use of modularity in the automotive sector
stand at some distance from both the academic literature and usage in other sectors, as
explained in MacDuffie (2013). This requires us to look past the terminology to the
underlying phenomenon: to identify the high degree of design interdependencies affecting
what the automotive industry defines as ‘modules,’ and interpret the subsequent inter-
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organizational arrangements with respect to product, organizational, and industry
architecture. Because an automobile is a complex multi-technology product with a complex
multi-layered industry structure, we cannot apply a simple dichotomous characterization of
modular vs. integral to either product or industry architecture. What can be said definitively
is that the introduction of ‘modules,’ as interpreted in this setting, did not yield its anticipated
benefits, and that the strategic and contractual hazards soon came to the fore.
As for methods, the bulk of the data were collected between 1998 and 2003. While it
is an advantage to have data collected contemporaneously with the strategic initiatives we
analyze, complemented as it was with our more recent interviews, we made no effort to
gather the same sort of comprehensive data in this recent time period. Also, while the IMVP
research team did collect data from a large number of OEMs and suppliers, the second author
was not present for all of the company visits. While we had some access to the field notes of
other researchers, we primarily focus here on the interview notes taken by the second author.
This means the data from OEMs and suppliers is not precisely matched.
CONCLUSION
We explored how agents, and in particular firms that dominate their IA, proactively seek to
change their sector’s architecture. We find that dominant firms actively seek to reshape rules
and roles when circumstances prompt them to reframe their own interests. They do so by
engaging in both intra- and inter-organizational framing contests so as to legitimize and
implement their chosen strategic initiatives. Through trial and error, they learn that certain
initiatives are ineffective, or even harmful, and abandon them.
One of the key factors that dictate whether or not dominant firms can change their
sector—and subsequently do change their minds—is its structural characteristics. We find
that the nature of hierarchical arrangements in the existing IA; certification and legal
accountability; the link with final customers; and access to distribution all affect the ability of
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OEMs to control the evolution of their sector and appropriate value. We also see that to
understand the agency of leading firms, we need to look at the dominant groups within
organizations, whose agendas, interests, and biases shape organizational responses.
Overall, we show how sector-level changes are sought by dominant firms, how the
existing structure influences this initiative, and what drives the eventual outcome, be it
stability or change. At a time of rapidly shifting ecosystems and IAs, with boundaries of
sectors being redefined and large corporate moves changing the landscape in many sectors,
we hope that our findings will not only be theoretically relevant but also practically useful.
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ONLIINE APPENDIX

Figgure A1. Diiffering degrees of verttical integration: U.S. OEMs
O
vs. Jaapanese OE
EMs
Source: A
Adapted from MacDuffie annd Helper (20006).
Note. Forr the US OEM
Ms, estimates are
a used, whicch includes boought-in materrials for in-house produced parts
(Nishigucchi, 1994; Rubbenstein, 2001). Rubensteinn (2001) estim
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